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Abstract 
Purpose 

Simulating the interaction of the human body with electromagnetic fields (EMF) is an active field of 

research. Individualized models are increasingly being used since anatomical differences impact the 

simulation results. We introduce a processing pipeline for creating individual surface-based models of 

the human head and torso for application in simulation software based on unstructured grids. The 

pipeline is designed for easy applicability and is publicly released on figshare.  

Methods 

The pipeline covers image acquisition, segmentation, generation of segmentation masks, and surface 

mesh generation of the single, external boundary of each structure of interest. Two gradient-echo 

sequences are employed for image acquisition. Structures of the head and body are segmented using 

several atlas-based approaches. They comprise bone/skull, subarachnoid cerebrospinal fluid, gray 

matter, white matter, spinal cord, lungs, the sinuses of the skull, and a combined class of all other 

structures including skin. After minor manual preparation, segmentation images are processed to 

segmentation masks, which are binarized images per segmented structure free of misclassified voxels 

and without an internal boundary. The proposed workflow is applied to two healthy subjects.  

Results  

Individual differences of the subjects are well represented. The models are proven to be suitable for 

simulation of the radio-frequency EMF distribution.  

Conclusion 

Image segmentation, creation of segmentation masks and surface mesh generation are highly 

automated. Manual interventions remain for preparing the segmentation images prior to 

segmentation mask generation. The generated surfaces exhibit a single boundary per structure and 

are suitable inputs for simulation software.   
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1 Introduction 

Computational modeling of the interaction between the human body and electromagnetic fields (EMF) 

has become important in many scientific fields as it can provide quantities, such as amplitudes and 

phases of electromagnetic fields, specific absorption rate (SAR), or temperature, that would be difficult 

to directly acquire in vivo. Subject-specific human models are increasingly needed for MRI 

radiofrequency (RF) safety assessment [1] as it has been shown that anatomical differences impact 

simulations [2], [3]. Techniques to generate models can be sufficiently accurate to closely reproduce 

the shape of human tissues [4] for studying inter-subject variability or exploring specific anatomical 

phenotypes. However, the commonly manual creation of such models is rather laborious.  

Human models are discretized either voxel-based or surface-based. In a voxel-based model, 

structures thinner than the employed resolution (e.g. cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the sulci), are 

represented as separated, non-continuous segments in space. In this case the electrical contact 

between anatomically connected parts of the same tissue is not ensured. Moreover, the curved 

structure of human tissues can only be discretized in an approximate and rigid staircase manner. These 

problems are avoided with anatomically correct surface-based models. Such models preserve electrical 

contact within and between tissues and better reproduce the complex shape of curved structures. 

Currently, several open source and commercial surface- and voxel-based models of the human head 

or entire body exist with different levels of detail. For example, the MIDA model is an ultra-high 

resolution human head and neck  model [5] whereas the “Virtual Population 2.0” is a set of full body 

models [6]. Further instances of full-body, surface-based models include the female model of the 

Visual Human Project® [7], and models included in commercial software, such as ANSS HFSS (ANSYS, 

Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). 

 For EMF simulations, software based on regular, hexahedral volume meshes, for example 

finite-difference time domain solvers, have mostly been employed because the integration of a voxel-

based human model is straightforward. However, the size of the hexahedral mesh elements should be 

substantially smaller than the thickness of the considered tissues, which results in a significant increase 

in computation time. Subgridding approaches have been used to overcome this limitation but are 

inefficient for human body simulations due to the geometrical complexity of the tissues. 

Tetrahedra, pyramids and extruded triangles are used as mesh elements in software based on 

unstructured meshes. For example, simulation software implementing the finite-element method 

(FEM) or the boundary element method (BEM) provide a flexible discretization of structures bounded 

by complex surfaces [8]. This preserves electrical contact between all parts of the numerical model and 

ensures continuous mesh representations of individual structures of the surface-based model. For 
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simulation software based on unstructured grids, it is beneficial to have only one boundary between 

adjacent structures [7]. When these boundaries are triangulated, the resulting surfaces are free of 

intersections or intermediate gaps, and the number of triangles of the entire model is reduced.  

The generation of surfaces of realistic human tissue is a non-trivial task. Images obtained by 

different modalities (e.g. MRI, CT) commonly serve as a starting point. These images are segmented to 

a pre-defined set of structures to derive a voxel-based model. Subsequently, a surface-based model 

can be generated using the surface representations of the boundaries of the structures present in the 

voxel-based model. In this process, the image segmentation is critical. The number and type of 

structures that can be included in the model essentially depend on the ability to segment them 

(preferably automated). This may be difficult to accomplish, for instance, for bone or air spaces if only 

MRI data are available. Moreover, the generated surfaces must meet specific geometric quality criteria 

(e.g. surfaces should be manifold) to be suitable for EMF simulation software packages.    

In this work we focus on accomplishing this task solely based on freely available tools. To date, 

only a few free and ready-to-use packages comprehensively handle the task of generating surface-

based models from imaging data. Most pipelines are designed for a rather restricted purpose and 

generate application-specific volume meshes coupled to a particular simulation software. SCIRun, for 

example, is a generalized Problem Solving Environment, which includes modules for segmenting 

various tissue types, computing corresponding isosurfaces as well as improving the resulting triangular 

surface meshes [9] [10]. However, it requires user expertise, and the segmentation process lacks a high 

level of automation [11]. BrainStimulator [12] has previously been implemented using SCIRun but is 

limited to modeling of the head and is specifically aimed at simulating transcranial electric brain 

stimulation. 3D Slicer is another general software package including numerous modules for 

segmentation and surface meshing [13]. Despite the availability of these tools, a complete head and 

torso segmentation pipeline has not yet been implemented in freely available software. 

Based on previous work [14], [15], in the current paper we introduce a processing pipeline for 

creating surface-based models with a single continuous surface between adjacent structures of the 

human head and torso from MRI data. Being designed for easy applicability, the pipeline offers a high 

level of automation, uses only freely available tools and provides full disclosure of scripts, workflow 

definitions, and documentation.  
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2 Methods 

The pipeline comprises four major steps: image acquisition, segmentation, creation of segmentation 

masks and surface mesh generation. Image acquisition includes a head and a combined head and torso 

MRI scan. The subsequent processing treats each MRI scan separately in a highly automated manner, 

utilizing the Java Image Science Toolkit (JIST) [16], a plugin of the Medical Image Processing, Analysis 

and Visualization (MIPAV) toolset [17]. The information from both acquisitions is consolidated at the 

end of the segmentation process.  

2.1 Image Acquisition 

All investigations involving human subjects had been approved by the local ethics committee. After 

obtaining informed written consent, images were recorded from two healthy male volunteers (age 29 

and 22 years; body weight 75 and 90 kg; height 180 and 188 cm) at 3 T on a MAGNETOM Prismafit 

(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). A high-resolution (nominal 1mm isotropic) 3D head scan 

was acquired with a 32-channel (receive) head coil employing a T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequence with 

previously established parameters (TR 2.3 s; TI 0.9 s; TE 3 ms; flip angle, α, 9°; field of view, FOV, 

256×240×176 mm²; sagittal orientation; acquisition time, TA, 9:12 min) [18]. Additional imaging of the 

head and upper body, at a lower resolution (nominal 1.6×1.6×5 mm³), was performed with a body coil 

and a 2D FLASH sequence (TR 100 ms; TE 2 ms; α 30°; FOV 500×328 mm²; 5 axial slices; thickness 5 

mm; gap 5 mm; TA 16 s). In our case, the generated models were intended for assessments of head 

coils in high-field MRI, specifically regarding RF field homogeneity and SAR. For this purpose, a model 

truncated at the shoulders provided a sufficient approximation [19]. Depending on the subject’s size, 

15-17 acquisition steps were necessary to capture the entire region from the head to the iliac crest. 

Artifacts due to diaphragm motion were mitigated by acquiring the images during a breath-hold after 

exhalation. 

2.2 Segmentation 

Segmentation poses challenges primarily due to low contrast between certain structures (e.g. bone 

and air) or similar textures of structures with poorly pronounced boundaries, especially on torso scans. 

Atlas-based segmentation methods were, therefore, adapted to the various sub-structures to be 

segmented. Employing atlases, as prior knowledge, enables a highly automated segmentation 

procedure; a major goal of the proposed pipeline. However, unsupervised atlas-based segmentation 

may not yield sufficient accuracy, for example, for morphometric neuroanatomical studies. 

Importantly, the surface-based models generated by our pipeline are not intended for these 

applications. Section S1 of the supporting information and Ref. [20] provide an overview of multi-atlas-

based segmentation techniques. 
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2.2.1 Head Segmentation 

The head image is segmented into six brain and non-brain structures employing three atlas-based 

techniques. 

Segmentation of skull and scalp 

The skull exhibits a low contrast on T1-weighted scans, hardly distinguishable from CSF. Although 

common segmentation tools like FSL BET2 [21], [22] or FreeSurfer [23], [24] offer skull estimates, the 

results (Figure 1A, Figure 1B) are not sufficient for modeling purposes. BET2 underestimates the skull 

extent and fails to produce a continuous boundary whereas the watershed algorithm in FreeSurfer 

overestimates the skull and misses individual characteristics. To gain a better estimate, we employ a 

rater-based, majority-voting approach for skull and scalp segmentation. Multiple anatomically unique 

atlases (see below) are registered to the subject’s head image data, both linearly with a customized 

implementation of FLIRT [25] and non-linearly with the SyN algorithm [26] from ANTS in MIPAV. The 

resulting segmentations are considered “decisions” of independent ”raters“ in the Simultaneous Truth 

And Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE) algorithm [27]. Based on the complete set of segmentation 

images, the algorithm performs an optimized, voxel-wise, majority vote. A performance evaluation is 

computed and a probabilistic estimate of the true segmentation image is provided (Figure 1C). The 

method was successfully applied using CT images as atlases before in [28]. 

We employ 20 segmented, individual images from the BrainWeb database [29] as atlases. This 

has two consequences. First, only structures that are present on those BrainWeb images can be 

segmented. Second, since the original BrainWeb images were only defined from the top of the head 

to the medial part of the nose, information about the mandibula and maxilla as well as the zygomatic 

bone are not included in the resulting head segmentation image. 

The BrainWeb images feature a large number of segmented structures; each tagged with a 

name and an integer label, including scalp, skull and bone marrow. Including the bone marrow during 

the majority-voting process impaired the result by introducing considerable noise in the final skull 

estimate. Thus, the label of bone marrow in the original BrainWeb data was replaced with bone. To 

facilitate registration, we manually adapted the atlas structure labels to approximately match their 

average contrast values in the original MR images. Each average value was computed from manually-

probed intensities, from five different, random locations within the respective structures in the original 

MR image. The labels in the atlases were then replaced with these values. 

Segmentation of Air Cavities 

The cranial bone features several air cavities referred to as sinuses which must be considered for 

accurate modeling. However, they are absent in the BrainWeb images and, therefore, not segmented 
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by our multi-atlas approach. While sinuses are hardly distinguishable from cranial bone with MRI, they 

are easily distinguished with CT. Thus, a single-atlas segmentation procedure was employed involving 

the generation of a subject-specific, pseudo-CT volume from a single, symmetrical CT template 

obtained from Ref. [30]. To facilitate the registration process, the template contrast range was linearly 

shifted by +1024 to yield only positive values. A compression of the contrast range, by a constant factor 

of 0.5, yielded a maximum intensity below 550 for intracranial tissues, which approximately matched 

the maximum intensity in the MR data. 

The CT atlas is then registered linearly and non-linearly to the subject’s MR volume. The air-

filled cavities exhibit the lowest contrast values on the CT template, allowing easy identification and 

marking of such voxels. By deleting the largest connected component of those voxels, which extends 

to the image boundary, the background is removed yielding an image representing only internal air. A 

probability map of that volume can then be computed exhibiting a value of 1 at the center of air cavities 

and declining values towards their boundary. Additionally, the values of the MR volume are normalized 

into [0,1] and inverted to yield values close to 1 in areas of previously low intensity (i.e. air and bone) 

with lower values elsewhere. A multiplication of the probability map with the modified MR volume 

ensures that the shape of the segmented air cavities is primarily determined by the underlying 

subject’s data and not the CT template. The final segmentation image is obtained after a binarization, 

followed by hole filling and opening operations (Figure 2). 

Air cavities are surrounded by cranial bone. As this was not considered during the 

segmentation process, the segmented air structures may be overestimated and could overlap the skull 

boundary. This would result in holes that impact simulations [31]. To ensure a minimum width of the 

surrounding skull boundary, a binarized and eroded version of the skull was multiplied with the air 

segmentation image. This restricts air voxels to within the eroded skull mask and prevents possible 

overestimation.  

Segmentation of Intracranial Tissues 

Although CSF, gray matter (GM), and white matter (WM) are part of the BrainWeb images, the 

majority-voting approach is inadequate to segment the fine details of cortical folding and the complex 

branching of WM tracts. Their segmentation has been addressed in common toolboxes, such as FSL 

FAST [21], [32], SPM [33], BrainSuite [34] and FreeSurfer [23], [35]. Segmented intracranial structures 

ideally must be nested to ensure only one boundary between adjacent structures. BrainSuite [36] and 

FreeSurfer [37] offer a topological correction of the segmented GM cortex, but not for other tissue 

classes. Rather, the Multi-object Geometric Deformable Model (MGDM) algorithm [38] was used as it 

maintains the topology of all objects and their relationships. To prevent overlap of CSF and skull, from 

overestimation of CSF, the skull is provided as prior information to the MGDM algorithm. The algorithm 
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then computes a segmentation image comprising the subarachnoid CSF and ventricles as well as 

detailed cortical and subcortical structures and the cerebellum. The method was previously validated 

for 7T data in [39]. 

The MGDM algorithm relies on a combination of atlases from the BrainWeb database and a 

probability map of 30 different brain structures derived from the Internet Brain Segmentation 

Repository [40]. In addition to these atlases, a deformable model is employed to ensure compliance 

with the topological constraints. The labels of all structures segmented by MGDM are integrated into 

the four labels of subarachnoid CSF, ventricles, GM and WM. To further enhance the accuracy of the 

segmented GM, we subsequently applied the Cortical Reconstruction Using Implicit Surface Evolution 

(CRUISE) algorithm [41], which reconstructs the cortical geometry in more detail than conventional 

segmentation approaches. 

2.2.2 Torso Segmentation 

Automated methods do not exist for torso segmentation. Hence, we take a similar approach as above, 

registering a single full-body atlas linearly and non-linearly to the FLASH image. The result is a 

segmented upper torso that is merged with the head in a subsequent step (see below). The AustinMan 

full-body human model (version 2.4) from the visible human project [42] serves as the torso atlas. This 

model originally features a very high in-slice resolution of 0.3x0.3 mm2, with a slice thickness of 1 mm, 

and a total of 64 segmented structures. The model represents a single male of 90.27 kg body weight 

and 180.34 cm height [43]. 

For present purposes the atlas required a two-step manual preprocessing. Firstly, the atlas 

image was cropped to match the extent of the FLASH data, if they differed. Secondly, labels were 

assigned to the structures of interest. In our case, cropping was performed at the base of the lungs. 

Labels were combined to obtain: bone, air, CSF, GM, WM and an additional class for all other structures 

(see Supporting Information Table S1 for an overview). 

2.2.3 Merging Head and Torso Segmentations 

A complete head segmentation image was generated by merging the images of scalp and skull, air, as 

well as intracranial tissue. A prior registration was not required since the three segmentations were 

performed on the same MR volume. The image, including the segmented scalp and skull, was then 

prepared for merging by labeling all intracranial voxels as CSF. It was then merged with the 

segmentation images of the intracranial tissue and air cavities by transferring the non-zero voxel labels. 

Merging the complete segmentation images of the head and body remains a manual operation. 

As they originate from different scans, they needed to be transformed into a common space. The body 

image was scaled to match the voxel-size of the head image. Subsequently, any information inferior to 
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a manually defined slice was deleted, sparing only the head volume. Then, a rigid-body registration of 

the head image to the manipulated body image was performed. Figure 3A shows the registered head 

image overlaid on the body image. It should be noted that the head image partly occludes several facial 

bones. Hence, a manual definition of the boundary along the bottom of the skull, close to the base of 

the brain stem of the segmented head as illustrated in Figure 3B, was necessary. This was followed by 

cropping of the inferior parts of the head volume and the superior parts of the body volume. 

2.2.4 Generation of Binary Segmentation Masks 

The segmentation images are insufficient to generate surface-based models for three reasons. First, 

due to their partially nested arrangement, most human body structures exhibit an external and 

internal boundary. In a surface-based model, the internal surface can resemble the external surface of 

an adjacent, internal structure. Keeping these surfaces would increase the triangle count without 

introducing additional information. Such adjacent surfaces are, furthermore, prone to numerical 

inaccuracies of the vertex locations, causing mutual intersections and intermediate gaps. Second, 

surface-based models require segmented structures that are continuous. However, our segmented 

scalp and skull may erroneously exhibit small clusters of non-classified voxels. Third, depending on the 

required detail of the end user, a coarser resolution of the segmentation image might be favored in 

exchange for faster subsequent processing in the EMF simulation software. Thus, segmentation images 

were converted to segmentation masks. 

To standardize the subsequent procedures across structures, we created one image per 

structure, binarized the images by assigning values of 1 to voxels representing the segmented structure, 

and performed a zero-padding of ten voxels, at all image borders, to avoid undesired interactions of 

subsequent morphological operations. Temporarily, the segmentation image was manually split at the 

bottom of the brainstem to enforce the anatomically most reasonable topology for both the head and 

the body. For example, inside the head air is enclosed by bone but the air in the lungs is outside of 

bone.  

Each resulting mask is morphologically closed which ensures a continuous external boundary. 

Finally, a morphological filling, followed by the addition of a morphological dilated version of the 

corresponding internal structure, ensures a minimum thickness of two voxels for every structure and 

eliminates the internal boundary. For bone and air in the torso, intersections were avoided by 

subtracting the dilated bone mask from the air mask, which ensured a spacing of at least two voxels 

between them. This yields strictly nested binary segmentation masks of the segmented structures, 

separately for the head and torso, with a single boundary between adjacent structures. 
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Masks of structures present in the head and torso (e.g. bone) are then joined by adding the 

associated binary images together. The mask of the spinal cord required additional processing to 

ensure that it did not overlap with the GM. More precisely, the spinal cord mask was split into aspects 

inside and outside of the GM by multiplying and subtracting the GM mask respectively. Adding the 

internal mask to the WM mask yielded two masks; the external spinal cord and the WM combined with 

the internal spinal cord. The two masks interface at the lower planar boundary of the GM. 

2.2.5 Surface Mesh Generation 

Surface meshes were generated from the segmentation mask of each structure utilizing the Contour 

Filter in ParaView  [44], which implements the “synchronized templates” algorithm [45]  based on the 

Marching Cubes algorithm [46]. The Contour Filter approximates, by triangulation, the polygonal 

representations of isosurfaces, that is, surfaces of identical values within a 3D volume. The resulting 

surface meshes are exported to STL files. Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2 show examples of 

the resulting triangular surface meshes of the skull and GM. The process of surface mesh generation 

is automated using a bash script invoking ParaView for each segmentation mask with a predefined 

execution plan. 

2.3 Application to EMF simulations for MRI at 7T 
We used the commercial, 3D, EMF simulation software ANSYS HFSS 2014, featuring a frequency 

domain solver, to conduct EMF simulations and compute the RF magnetic field distribution using the 

surface-based models of subjects 1 and 2 [14]. Because the models exhibited a high number of triangles, 

they were first remeshed with the geometry preprocessor ANSYS SpaceClaim 2017.2. For each surface, 

a respective triangulated wrapper surface was generated with increased smoothness and an adaptive 

number of triangles, depending on the individual curvature. The surface preprocessing workflow is also 

described in Ref. [14]. In ANSYS HFSS, a rectangular domain (air box) was defined with the model at 

the center. Initial conditions were set on the boundaries of the domain as follows. The top boundary 

was set to excite a traveling-wave at 297.2 MHz and 1 W transmit-power. A HFSS radiation boundary 

condition, modeling an electrically open surface [47], was defined for the other boundaries to absorb 

the EMF. Electrical properties (dielectric constant and conductivity) of the tissues were adopted from 

the IT'IS database [48]. 

3 Results 

Segmentation of the MP-RAGE volume (Figure 4A and Supporting Information Figure S6A) based on 

our multi-atlas approach captured the individual shape of the scalp and skull but did not segment air 

cavities and failed to provide a sufficient level of detail of the intracranial structures. Furthermore, the 

segmentation was restricted to the extent of the atlases. The segmentation image after this step is 
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illustrated in Figure 4B and Supporting Information Figure S6B. The segmentation of air inside the skull, 

based on a pseudo-CT volume, captured individual characteristics of the cavities well (Figure 4C). A 

comparison of the results obtained in the two subjects revealed that for subject 2 the frontal sinus was 

not segmented (Supporting Information Figure S6C), due to sinusitis, which is also observed on the 

corresponding MP-RAGE images. The MGDM algorithm segmented the brain into a multitude of 

intracranial structures (Figure 4D and Supporting Information Figure S6D). The cortical gyrification was 

well represented and the topology of individual structures was preserved. The estimated cortical 

folding was further improved by the application of the CRUISE method in the subsequent process of 

generating the segmentation masks (Figure 5). 

The FLASH volume, comprising the head and upper body, was segmented by registering it to 

the AustinMan template in a single-atlas-based approach. Note that the template deviates from 

subject 1 in terms of body weight and from subject 2 in terms of body height. The same template can 

be used for both subjects as the registration approach allows for the transfer of properties of the 

original MR images to the segmentation image (Figure 6B and Supporting Information Figure 7B), for 

example, variable body mass, chin shape, or curvature of the spinal column or cord. 

Figure 7 shows the final segmentation images for both subjects after combining the segmented 

skull and skin, air, intracranial tissue, and upper torso. Visual inspection did not reveal large 

discrepancies between the produced anatomies and the underlying MRI, although the accuracy of the 

segmentation method could not be directly quantified. The results are geometrically accurate, yet still 

unsuitable for the surface generation. As can be observed in the axial views of Figure 7, the scalp 

exhibits several non-classified voxels, the sinus frontalis of subject 1 (axial view of Figure 7A) is 

incomplete. Further, the topological constraint that structures are nested within one another is not 

yet enforced for the torso (e.g. the spinal cord is not surrounded by CSF). These issues were addressed 

in the subsequent mask generation process.  

The surfaces generated from the segmentation masks using ParaView (Figure 8 and Supporting 

Information Figure S8) are manifold, meaning, they do not contain holes. Further, they exhibit 

individual differences between subjects, which becomes particularly apparent for surface meshes of 

the skin and GM. The Contour Filter computes surfaces with a high number of regularly shaped 

triangles. The quality of these surfaces is adequate for further processing (e.g. remeshing, volumetric 

meshing) as demonstrated in Figure 9 and Supporting Information Figure S9. 

Figure 10 shows the computed point-SAR (i.e., the local SAR without mass or volume averaging) 

and B1
+ obtained with ANSYS HFSS using the model of subject 1. Importing of the surface-based model, 

remeshing and the computation of the tetrahedral volume mesh required approximately 10 hours on 
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an up-to-date Dell workstation. Radio-frequency EMF distribution was computed after approximately 

one hour.     

4 Discussion 

In this work, we established a processing pipeline to generate surface-based models from individual 

MRI data. The realization of individualized EMF and SAR simulations is facilitated by the semi-

automated and, thus, faster generation of surface-based models.  

The proposed pipeline is built solely upon the use of MR images as individual input. We tested 

the pipeline with standard gradient-echo sequences, however, we expect other sequences or protocol 

settings to work as well. Computed tomography is an imaging modality that provides a superior 

contrast of the skull and enclosed sinuses, facilitating the segmentation of these structures. However, 

CT leads to significant radiation exposure and was, therefore, excluded as a required source of input 

images. 

We incorporated only a few relevant structures (e.g., bone, air, GM) in the proposed 

segmentation pipeline. In principle, integration of additional structures is straightforward since the 

applied atlases feature a multitude of structures, which may be included for specific applications. 

However, the segmentation accuracy would need to be investigated for such additional tissue classes. 

The majority voting approach used for the scalp and skull segmentation is unsuitable for segmenting 

highly variable structures, such as body fat or bone marrow. Likewise, the reliability of the single-atlas 

approach used for the body segmentation may be limited to structures that do not show major 

deviations in position or shape from the AustinMan atlas. The MGDM algorithm, however, segments 

the brain in greater detail than merely GM and WM, also allowing the incorporation of subcortical 

structures into the model. 

 Considering fat and muscle tissue, especially in the head part of the model, would be beneficial 

for simulations of transcranial direct-current stimulation (tDCS) [49], [50] or SAR of MRI head coils [3]. 

An investigation of methods to overcome the above-mentioned challenges in segmenting highly 

variable structures is left for future work. We also did not consider a more detailed representation of 

the body, for example, including the intestines and the vascular system, because the benefit of 

incorporating a detailed representation of the torso is negligible for the purpose of SAR simulations 

for head coils [19], which was our primary application.  

Merging the head and body segmentation images was difficult to automate because the slice 

where they meet is identified by the base of the brainstem; a structure hard to identify automatically 
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on segmentation images. Our attempts at automatization were not deemed sufficiently robust, and so 

we opted for a quick to perform manual approach that ensured consistent results.  

The “synchronized templates” algorithm utilized for surface meshing avoids the typical voxel-

grid-like structure present in naїve surface reconstructions of voxel-based 3D volumes and generates 

high-resolution surfaces that preserve all details of the underlying segmentation masks. However, 

these surface triangulations exhibit a high number of equally sized triangles even in flat areas, which 

may be unfavorable for some simulation software. To decimate the number of triangles, either the 

resolution of the segmentation masks prior to surface meshing can be reduced, which simultaneously 

decreases the detail of the surfaces, or the surfaces can be remeshed. In supporting information 

section S2 and Supporting Information Figures S1 – S5, we provide a selection of remeshing techniques 

we tested. A mathematical description of the boundaries by non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) 

might constitute another alternative, as discussed in supporting information section S3. 

Our approach is aimed at generating surface-based models with a single surface between 

adjacent structures. Consequences are ventricles enclosed by WM and a layer of two voxels of GM 

around the brainstem. For the spinal cord, which overlaps the GM, a common planar interface with 

the GM was introduced.  

The pipeline has been tested with healthy male subjects as a proof of concept. The reliability 

of the results in female subjects, or those with largely divergent physiques, such as obese subjects or 

children remains to be evaluated. In such cases the body segmentation via registration to a single atlas 

may be more challenging and use of a corresponding template might be favored. Furthermore, 

segmentation of pathological or abnormal tissue, for example, brain lesions, was not tested. Such 

tissue may not be segmented or even impair the result. To account for such factors, implementation 

of other segmentation techniques is suggested as is the integration of alternative imaging sequences 

or modalities for the input.  

The extent of the model may be varied according to the intended use. For example, SAR 

simulations of a whole-body coil require full-body models [3]. Extension to full body models, while 

possible with this approach, may be challenging due to the large number of separate structures to the 

model, as well as the variability in patient limb positioning and body shape. For other applications, 

such as simulations of tDCS [51], the model extent can be reduced by decreasing the extent of the 

body scan and atlas or using only the head model.  
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Conclusion 

We introduce a semi-automatic pipeline for the generation of surface-based models of the human 

head and upper torso, with a single surface between adjacent structures and based solely on individual 

MR images. The segmentation process is implemented in JIST, a plugin of MIPAV, and surface mesh 

generation is realized in ParaView. All tools are freely available and open source, as is our pipeline, 

along with further documentation on the application of the proposed methods1. 

In a four-step process, CSF, GM, WM, air, the spinal cord, bones and a combined class of the 

remaining tissues of the head and upper torso are segmented using highly automated atlas-based 

approaches. Manual interventions are necessary to prepare the segmentation images for 

segmentation mask generation. The segmentation images are post-processed to generate continuous, 

voxel-based masks, which are free of classification errors. Finally, surface triangulations of the 

boundaries are obtained. The resulting surface-based models are applied for evaluation of MRI coils in 

FEM simulation software. 
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List of figure captions  
 

Figure 1.  Sagittal (top row) and axial (bottom row) view of the surface representation of 
segmentations of the skull from a T1-weighted MP-RAGE volume obtained by three different 
algorithms. (A) Skull estimate obtained by FSL BET2. A continuous skull surface cannot be estimated. 
Furthermore, the oral cavity is partially segmented as skull. (B) Skull estimate obtained by 
FreeSurfer. The watershed algorithm applied in FreeSurfer overestimates the skull surfaces and 
cannot capture the skull outline accurately. (C) Skull estimate obtained by STAPLE as used in the 
current processing pipeline. A continuous surface is obtained that properly captures the individual 
shape of the skull. Characteristics of the eye-socket are present. 
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Figure 2. Air segmentation workflow. Using the 
acquired T1-weighted MP-RAGE data of the subject 
and a CT template, the air segmentation masks are 
created through a series of image manipulation 
steps. All images depict the same slice of the volume. 
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Figure 3. (A) Head segmentation overlaid onto the body segmentation showing axial, sagittal and 
coronal views. The scalp representation of the head segmentation intersects and thus overrides 
parts of the facial bone and parts of the jawbone of the body segmentation, which is clearly 
observed in the axial and the sagittal view. Therefore, a simple overlay of the two segmentations 
does not suffice to obtain an accurate segmentation of the head. A manual definition of the 
boundary at which to merge both segmentations is necessary. (B) Manual definition of the boundary 
at which the head segmentation is merged with the body segmentation. Left: Head definition of the 
body segmentation. The Upper part of the head is masked and will be replaced by the head 
segmentation. Middle: Head definition of the head segmentation. The lower part of the head is 
masked and will be replaced by the body segmentation. Right: Result obtained after merging. 
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Figure 4. 
Complete head segmentation of subject 1. (A) T1-weighted MPRAGE images. (B) Head segmentation 
computed by the STAPLE algorithm: A closed, continuous representation of the skull has been 
segmented, following the individual curvature of the skull of the subject. Note that internal air has 
not been segmented and is (falsely) represented as skull as well. Furthermore, the cortical folding is 
not well represented by the GM segmentation. (C) Segmentation of air cavities (sinus frontalis, 
sphenoidal sinus, external auditory meatus). (D) Segmentation of intracranial tissue by the MGDM 
algorithm into a multitude of subtypes. The dura mater is highly overestimated. 
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Figure 5. Sagittal, coronal and axial slice of the brain segmentation obtained by the MGDM 
algorithm. The MGDM algorithm segments the brain into various sub-structures, which have been 
integrated into GM (brown color) and WM (blue color) in this visualization. (A) Original T1-weighted 
MP-RAGE images. (B) Segmentation output of MGDM. (C) The detail of the cortical surface is 
enhanced by the CRUISE-algorithm. Note the cingulate sulcus or the interhemispheric fissure, which 
are only weakly or not present in the MGDM segmentation. 
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Figure 6. FLASH images of subject 1 (A) and corresponding upper torso segmentation (B). The single-
atlas approach solely based on registration sufficiently transfers the individual shape of the 
structures of the upper body to the AustinMan template. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the complete head and body segmentations of subjects 1 (A) and 2 (B). 
Individual features of the general body shape, the curvature of the spinal column and facial features 
are well segmented. 
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Figure 8. Triangulated surface meshes of all 
segmented tissue compartments of subject 1. 
The surfaces have been generated in ParaView 
using the synchronized templates algorithm. 
The surfaces exhibit a high number of triangles 
and accurately represent the structure of the 
underlying segmentation. The numbers of 
triangles per structure are (A) other tissues: 
1,665,760, (B) bone: 1,619,864, (C) CSF: 
366,488, (D) GM: 704,388, (E) WM with 
internal and external spinal cord displayed 
concurrently: 545,915, (F) ventricles 56,883 
and (G) air: 782,334. 
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Figure 9. 
Quality metrics of the surface meshes of all segmented structures of subject 1. The quality of the 
surface triangles can be assessed either by dimensionless ratios of different geometric parameters 
(e.g. aspect ratio, radius ratio) or by measures derived from a matrix formed by the edge vectors of 
the triangle as column vectors (e.g. scaled Jacobian) [52].  Means and standard deviations of the 
radius ratio, scaled Jacobian and shape of the triangles of all surface meshes are plotted. The green 
shaded area indicates the ideal range of values at which a triangle is considered well-shaped 
according to the corresponding metric. The elements of the surface meshes computed by ParaView, 
which implements the Verdict library [53], are in general of adequate quality. 
The radius ratio  is the ratio of the circumference and incircle of the triangle; the scaled Jacobian is 
the Jacobian of the triangle scaled by the product of the two longest edges of the triangle; and the 
shape is the inverse of the condition number of the weighted Jacobian matrix of the triangle. 
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Figure 10. Coronal (A, C) and sagittal (B, D) 
slices of the local SAR (A, B) and 𝐵1

+ 
amplitude (C, D) from an EMF simulation of 
1 Watt transmit power at 297.2 MHz 
conducted with the computational model of 
subject 1 using ANSYS HFSS 2014. 
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